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.   

This research discussed about interpretation which devoted to the sign interpretation 
which aim to describe about shipbuilders’ interpretation of Pinisi sign. This research focused on 
shipbuilders in Tanah Beru and Tanah Lemo Bulukumba regency which had three levels; 
Panrita Lopi, Pungkaha, and Sahi. This research based on sign interpretation using theory of 
Ferdinand De Saussure about sign “Signifier and Signified”. This research was descriptive 
qualitative method. This research actually used interview sheet as an instrument in order to get 
the shipbuilders’ interpretation and there were 5 respondents in this research. The findings 
showed that the shipbuilders’ interpretation of signs in Pinisi ship was influenced by the level of 
shipbuilder which consisted of Panrita Lopi, Pungkaha, and Sahi. Each level of shipbuilders has 
similar and different interpretation of the signs, it was caused by the differences in employment, 
education and experience that effected to their knowledge about Pinisi sign. Furthermore, there 
were 7 signs in Pinisi ship based on shipbuilders interpretation, those were; signifier seven sails 
signified as Surah Al-Fatihah which represented the Holy Qur’an and 7 oceans, signifier two 
masts signified as two sentences of syahadat, signifier kalabiseang signified as human’s spine, 
signifier kelu signified as human’s rib, signifier lepe signified as human’s vine, the ship shell 
signified the human’s skin, the stem signified the human’s head. 

Key Words: Sign, Shipbuilder, Pinisi, Interpretation.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This chapter starts with background of study about Pinisi. Then, it presents 

research questions, objective of the research, significances of the research, and scopes 

of the research.

A. Background

As human being live in form of group and always do interaction with other 

people, of course anybody needs a communication tool to interact with other people. 

The tool is language, in order to make them understand each other about anything.

Kusuma (2012:2) says that language is not limited to what people are saying but it 

consists of signs around us, everybody can transfer what they feel and what they want 

to other people by using sign. Eco in Nilasari (2014:5) adds that sign is anything that 

is based on society agreement, can be treated as something which represents 

something else. 

A sign is a way to transfer some messages or interacting with each other, 

however sometimes everybody does not realize that their life is full of anything which 

called sign. There are many signs that only particular people can interpret them. Sign 

is not always can be understood correctly and equally among the people because of 

everybody has their own interpretation of the meaning based on the background or 
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society agreement. Interpretation is always based on the background of people who 

interpret, so the interpretation of the same object can be different if the object is 

interpreted by different people.

For example in one of cultural products that is Tongkonan House, there is a 

decor namely the horn of buffalo composed on mast of front house side which 

functioned as sign. When the horn composed more increasingly it means that the 

owner of that house has high social strata.

The example above showed relation between language and culture, the buffalo 

horn is one of cultural products and it function as sign is type of language or tool to 

extend some messages.  In this research, the researcher analyzed one of cultural 

product that is Pinisi. Pelly in Saenong (2013:60) says that Pinisi is a sailboat model 

has seven sails which different from another Bugis sailboat. Pinisi is not a strange 

thing anymore, many people like to associate something with Pinisi such as the Pinisi 

tower (State University of Makassar) and logo of state Islamic university itself is 

associated with Pinisi, these reality is showed that Pinisi is not just a ship like another 

traditional ship, due to the researcher analyzed about Pinisi sign is based on 

interpration of shipbuilders which have three levels; Panrita Lopi, Pungkaha and 

Sahi. 

In analyzing sign the researcher used semiotic approach, because of Eco in 

Nilasari (2014:5) says that semiotic theory can explains sign phenomena more 
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broadly. Peirce in Zoest and Sudjiman (1992:1) proposes the word “semiotic” as a 

synonym for the word “logic”, he assumes that logic must learn how people thinking 

and “think” conducted by the signs, sign enabled someone to think, relate to others, 

and give meaning to what is shown by the universe. The researcher used semiotic 

approach because of semiotic is part of linguistics, sign can be seen as language that 

expresses idea, and the main indicator of linguistic is language.

So, the researcher used semiotic theory of the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de 

Saussure. He claims that sign is composed of signifier and signified, signifier as the 

form that the sign takes and the signified as the concept to which it refers. His model 

of sign is famous as the dyadic tradition. 

Therefore, the researcher analyzed Pinisi based on the interpretation of Pinisi 

shipbuilder to know the philosophy meaning of Pinisi under the title: “Pinisi Signs 

based on Shipbuilder’s Interpretation (Semiotic Approach).

B. Research Question

Based on the background above, the writer formulated research questions as 

follows:

“How are the shipbuilders’ interpretations of signs in Pinisi ship?
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C. Objective of the Research 

Based on the research question above, the objective of this research was to 

explain about the shipbuilder’s interpretation of signs in Pinisi ship. 

D. Significances of the Research

The researcher took two significances of the research in facilitating the reader 

who are interested in reading this research. The significances of this research were as 

follows:

1. Theoretically, the significances of this research were to enrich and expand 

study about linguistic. Besides, the result of this research may help the readers 

expand their knowledge about philosophy meaning in cultural product.

2. Practically, the significance of this research was expected to be useful as a 

reference for next similar research. Furthermore, the result of this research can 

be valuable for anyone who loves cultural product. Pinisi ship as one of 

cultural product has a lot of significant value.

E. Scope of the Research

The scope of this research limited to analyze Pinisi sign based on the 

interpretation of 5 shipbuilders in 2 villages in Bulukumba regency those are Tanah 

Lemo and Tanah Beru. Furthermore the researcher used theory of sign by Saussure 

about signifier and signified to analyze the result of interpretation.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERARY THEORY

This chapter explained about the review of related theory, which dealt with 

previous findings and some pertinent ideas.

A. Previous findings

Stira (2012) analyzed “The Symbols Interpretation in Tongkonan House by 

Roland Barthes’ Theory”. The object of this research was Tongkonan House. The 

kind of this research was descriptive qualitative, and the researcher used semiotic 

theory of Roland Barthes’ theory about signifier and signified. The purpose of this 

this thesis is to find signifier as symbol (form) and signified as (concept). The 

researcher found nineteen kinds of symbols in Tongkonan house.

Nur (2012) conducted a research with the title “Interpretation of Image 

Advertising by Using Peirce Semiotic Approach”. This research aimed to find out the 

kind of visual sign in image advertising and the connotative meanings of those image 

advertising. The object of this research was image advertising. This research used 

qualitative method with semiotic theory by Pierce. Based on the result of his research, 

he found 28 visual signs including 13 symbols, 10 icon, and 5 indexes. All of those 

signs formed connotative meaning in six image advertising.
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Kusuma (2011) discussed about “The interpretation of Pictures in 

Commercial Advertisement (Semiotic Approach)”. The object of his research is 

picture in commercial advertisement. In this research, the researcher used descriptive 

qualitative method and semiotic theory that aims to analyze the relationship between 

picture and text in message construction process, in another item was the symbolic 

and text meaning in the advertisement. He found 3 relationships among picture and 

text in message construction process. The writer also found 2 symbolic meaning 

namely connotative and denotative meanings in the advertisement. 

The similarities of the research with the previous findings above were the 

talking about sign and interpretation.   

The differnces of this research with previous findings above were object of 

the research and theory which used by them. Specifically, object of Stira’s research is 

Tongkonan house and object of Nur’s research is image advertising and object of 

Kusuma’s research is pictures in commercial advertisement, while the object of this 

research focused on shipbuilders’ interpretation of Pinisi sign. The theory of Stira’s 

research is semiotic theory of Roland Barthes, theory of Nur’s research is sign theory 

by Peirce, and theory of Kusuma’s research is semiotic theory, while the theory of 

this research is linguistic sign theory by Saussure. 
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B. Pertinent Ideas

1. Sign 

Chandler (2002:20) says that Saussure defined a sign as being composed of a 

“signifier” and a “signified”, signifier as the form that the sign takes and the signified 

as the concept to which it refers.  

Muzir (2009:7) claims that a sign is everything which can be taken as 

significantly substituting for something else, this something else does not necessarily 

have to exist or to actually be somewhere at the moment a sign stands in front it.

The discipline which study about sign is semiotic. Eco says that in principle, 

semiotic is a discipline which studies about everything that can be used to lie. Eco in 

Nilasari (2014:5) adds that semiotic theory can explains vehicle of sign phenomena 

more broadly, semiotic more observe the sign meaning and the way of shown by 

signs, sign is everything which based on the society convention and can be taken as 

“something” which represent something else.

Semiotic is part of linguistic because of sign can be seen as language that 

expresses idea. The view that semiotics and linguistics are coequal is maintained on 

utilitarian rather than abstract grounds. As Metz (1947:60), for instance, has 

expostulated, ‘In theory, linguistics is only a branch of semiotics, but in fact semiotics 

was created from linguistic. The main object of linguistic is language; Thomas and 

Wareing (1998) said that language is a combination of small units into large units for 

purpose of communication. In addition Moran (2001:35) claims that the members of 
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the culture have created the language to carry out all their cultural practices, to 

identify and organize all their cultural products. Kottak (2006:128) adds that language 

is our principal of communicating, but it isn’t the only one we use, we communicate 

when we transmit information about ourselves to others and receive such information  

from them, so when anybody are communicating, they involves sign as a most 

important part of language.

Saussure’s idea about semiology is the relation between signifier and signified 

by conventions, commonly called as the significance. Such as expressed by  Dampoli 

(2012:40) that semiotic significance is sign system that studies about relation of sign 

system based on certain rules or conventions, social convention is required to be able 

interpret the sign. Besides that, Whannel (2003:54) adds that semiotic is concerned 

with how signs are produced, maintained, charged. This is way semiotics is 

sometimes called the study of the process of signification. 

Semiotic is the science of communication and sign system, in short, of the 

ways people understand phenomenon organize them mentally and of the ways in 

which they devise means for transmitting that understanding and for sharing it with 

other. According to Eco (1979:4) a general semiotic should include not only a theory 

of how codes may establish ruler for system of signification but a theory of how signs 

may be produced and interpreted. A theory of codes may clarify aspects of 

signification, while a theory of sign production may clarify aspects of 

communication. Semiotic is considered as the theory of production and interpretation 
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of meaning. Such as Chandler (1994:2) says that Meaning is made by the deployment 

of acts and objects which function as “signs” in relation to other signs. In general 

meaning is not believed to reside within any particular object, text or process, rather, 

meaning arises during the communication process itself. 

Littlejhon (1996:64) says that in this world there are many things that can be 

communicated; sign is the basis of all communication. Humans can be related or 

communicated with each other through the sign. Chandler (2002:20) says that the 

notion of the sign is central to the semiotics approach to the study of communication, 

the term can refer to the relationship among the elements of the semiotic model, or it 

can be used to indicate the first of the three elements, i.e. the physical thing 

perceived. Chandler (1994:6) adds that signs take the form of words, image, sounds, 

odors, flavors, acts, or objects. Anything can be a sign as long as someone interprets 

it as ‘signifying’ something-referring to or standing for something other than itself. 

Chandler (2002:20) says that model of sign by Saussure is in the dyadic 

tradition, that is;

Figure: 2.1. The dyadic tradition

SIGNIFIED

SIGNIFIER
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Saussure in Pilliang (2013: 90) describes that "sign" is a unity that cannot be 

separated, as well as the two sides of a piece of paper, the side of signifier to describe 

form or expression and another side is signified to explain concept or meaning. 

Signifier and signified are based on conventions, agreements or regulations of the 

culture of sign user, Saussure emphasizes that in the community of language needs 

social convention, one word has a particular meaning due to there is social agreement 

among the community of language users.

In semiotic, denotation and connotation are terms describing the relationship 

between the signifier and signified. Chandler (1994:4) explains that sign which have 

different “subjective” meanings that arise from each individual’s personal experience, 

it is called the connotation of the sign. The denotation of a sign represents an 

agreement among a group people that they will share that meaning of the sign among 

themselves, meaning of this type are said to arise through social convention.

2. Interpretation

Interpretation is meaning, impressions or views of an object. Uniawati 

(2007:33) claims that interpretation is functioned to reveals and opens something that 

is a message of reality, interpretation is usually used to get an understanding or a 

knowledge about something which more clearly and deeply. Interpretation is always 

based on the background of people who interpret, so the interpretation of the same 

object can be different if the object interpreted by different people.
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Interpretation in this research is an effort to understand meaning of signs in 

Pinisi. The result of interpretation used to seen how the shipbuilders understand the 

meaning of signs in Pinisi and the effect of shipbuilder level toward the 

interpretation.

3. Pinisi Ship

There are several opinions of Pinisi original name; the first is Pelly in 

Saenong (2013:42) he presumes that “Pinisi” word is coming from “Venecia” word 

which is the name of a port city in Italy, his argument is based on a source that 

“Pinisi” is a sail model which consists of seven sails, that is a sail model of Europe 

sailboat. Pinisi naming associated with the wont of Bugis-Makassar people that 

always perpetuate everything which are special and important such as place to the 

name of their favorite objects, including their ship. Pinisi naming is intent to 

perpetuate the name of original place of that sail model that is “Venecia”, however 

“Venecia” word is becoming “Pinisi” because of phonemic process according to 

Konjo dialect.

The second is Koro in Saenong (2013:43). He assumes that Pinisi name given 

by King Tallo VII, he is I manyingarang Dg. Makkilo. Pinisi derives from two words; 

these are “Picuru” which means a good pattern, and the word “Binisi” is the name of 

a type of small fish that agile and tough. King Tallo called his ship by combining   

these words Picuru and Binisi to be Pinisi.
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The researcher has done pre-observation on 30th July 2016 to complete the 

data about the history of Pinisi and the level of shipbuilder in Tanah Lemo. In this 

pre-observation the researcher has interviewed two informants, they are; Burhanuddin 

S.Sos., the chief of Tanah Lemo village and  Padde, who is one of the bosses in “Haji 

Ully Boat (The Real Pinisi)”shipbuilding.

Padde opines that Pinisi word comes from Bugis “Panisi” which means insert. 

Mappanisi (insert) is plugging all of connection among; boards, wall and floor by 

certain material in order to the water does not enter in the ship.  This opinion based

on the argument that Bugis people are the first one using Pinisi ship, they are from 

Ancu’ of Bone regency. “Lopi dipanisi”, means ship which insert. Panisi word 

became Pinisi because of phonemics proses. 

Pinisi ship has been used since hundreds years ago by sailors of Bugis 

Makassar.  Saenong (2013: 10) says that there are several types of ship that used by 

sailors of Bugis-Makassar since yore, but the renowned one is Pinisi which they 

created around 19th century. He adds that firstly, the transportation tool which used 

by sailors Bugis-Makassar in waters was a raft and then a boat is made of large logs 

which dredged and usually called a dredger. 

As the development of human needs, the transportation tool was growth 

experiencing also. Saenong (2013: 48) says that the sailors of Bugis-Makassar using 
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dredger boat is no longer, but they are already using ship with larger size and the hull 

made of plank which arranged and formed.

Saenong (2013: 48) assumes that the first classic ship which created is 

Pa’dewakang ship. This ship is made of pieces of board which arranged, and the sail 

shape is rectangular. There are also several types of Pa’dewakang ship which is 

taking additional sail on the front; triangle taper. 

Then the ship modifications of Pa’dewakang are Pajala and Patorani.  The 

difference between Pajala and Patorani is just in size.  Patorani is larger than Pajala.  

Saenong (2013:50) claims that both of these ships have sail model which is same with 

sail model of Pa'dewakang.  And on the bow there is a place for anchor. 

The development of Pajala ship is Salompong ship. Saenong (2013: 56) adds 

that Salompong ship has additional composition on top board. On the backside, this 

board addition forms rembasang (tail on stern ship).  Salompong small size is still 

using a rectangular sail, while Salompong large size already has two poles and seven 

sails.This sail model is basic of Pinisi sail model. 

After that, Salompong ship is growing up again, Saenong (2013: 28) believes 

that based on sailor experience, Salompong ship not only slow rapid, but also unsafe. 

When this ship is loaded of cargo, water enter into the ship because of the ship prow 

is too low.  Therefore, Salompong ship is modified again to produce a new type that 

is Palari ship. 
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Saenong (2013: 59) says that Palari ship which is modified version of 

Salompong small size is using a pole and two sails. The ship prow wears anjong 

(Beam which sticking out forward at the ship prow), and ship stern have rembasang 

model. Palari ship which is modified version of Salompong big size have prow with 

taper shape, and ship stern still have rembasang model. This ship was already wearing 

two poles and seven sails, so it called Palari pinisi and finally better known as Pinisi.  

The characteristic of Pinisi which distinguishes it between another ships from 

South Sulawesi are; Pinisi have two poles with seven sails, the ship prow wears 

anjong and ship stern have rembasang model.

According to Tanah Lemo village chief that Pinisi building is based on role of 

Ara people, Bira and Tanah Lemo. Ara people are specialist in ship building 

technique, Tanah Lemo people are specialist in sublimate work of ship building. 

Meanwhile, Bira people are skilled sailor and have a role as ship owner is decisive 

the ship model/style. 

As a cultural product, the production of Pinisi is inseparable from the 

shipbuilder’s traditions and cultural values. Saenong (2013:113) says that they 

believe that Pinisi is “human” in ship form, Pinisi existence can be similar with 

human, because both have two main elements; they are body (form) and soul. Body 

(form) can be seen meanwhile soul is a mysterious thing. 
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Rahman in Saenong (2013:14) assumes that human and ship role are the 

same, they are born to do cruise missions; people are born for the mission "cruise" 

across the life ocean, while the ship was "born" to do the voyage mission across the 

ocean. Departing from this reliance, then the parts of Pinisi form laden with meaning 

and specific sign.

4. Shipbuilder

Pinisi shipbuilder whose famous are in Bulukumba, shipbuilders have three 

level, those are; Panrita lopi, Pungkaha and Sahi.

Padde says that panrita lopi is shipbuilder expert; we cannot judge by our self

that we are panrita Lopi but based on others judgments. Someone could be a panrita 

lopi when the person is recognized by community especially the shipbuilders that this 

person have experience in shipbuilding, the person can leads everything related to 

shipbuilding, able to respect and be respected essentially. Pungkaha is chief of ship 

laborer, they can preside labors in one ship building. Pungkaha have double role: as a 

charge of work contractor in shipbuilding and also as a teacher of sahi. The last is 

sahi, they are laborers. Sahi consists of two levels namely sahi kabusu and sahi 

beginners. Sahi kabusu usually consists of senior of sahi or pungkaha candidate, and 

sahi beginners consist of teenagers which newly involved in shipbuilding.

The expertise of ship building is closely related with the legend of 

Sawerigading’s ship. Sawerigading is son of the Luwu king. Although the legend 
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appears in different versions, the researcher just takes the legend based on 

information from Burhanuddin, he says that once upon a time Sawerigading was 

voyaging to China –Bone to propose marriage Princes We Cudai. The ship which 

used by Sawerigading was made of a giant tree.  The giant tree was caused an 

earthquake when it cut down and sank into earth with Sawerigading’s grandmother. 

The giant tree which had changed became a ship with his grandmother was 

reappeared on coast where Sawerigading was waited. When he was homeward, his 

ship attacked by thunderstorm until destroyed. Pieces of the ship has stranded in 

several places around Tanjung Bira. The ship body stranded in Ara, the ship Sotting 

(the foundation beam on the ship, front and rear) stranded in Tanah Lemo, sails and 

ropes strand in Bira.

Burhanuddin says that they believe that the expertise of people; Bira, Ara and 

Tanah Lemo has an element of magic because of Sawerigading’s ship was created by 

his grandmother with supernatural power. So, the expertise of Ara people in ship  

building be based on the discovery of Sawerigading’s ship body that reassembled by 

them, Burhanuddin adds that Ara people are get basic inspiration of ship building 

from that assembly, Tanah Lemo people believe that their expertise also comes from 

the discovery of Sawerigading’s ship, they are famous with skillful in shaping sotting 

and their work is delicate, likewise Bira people believe that sailing expertise which 

they have also from the discovery of sails and ropes of Sawerigading’s ship.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter consisted of the research design, source of data, instrument of the 

research, procedures of data collection and techniques of data analysis.

A. Research Design

The researcher used descriptive qualitative method. According to Sugiyono 

(2014:14), qualitative research method or interpretative method is a method which 

results more concerning with interpretation of data which found in the field. So, the 

researcher used this method because of this method is a method that can analyze the 

case deeply. Besides that this method was used to describe the result and explain 

about the shipbuilder’s interpretation of Pinisi sign.

B. Source of Data

The researcher took the data from shipbuilders in Tanah Beru and Tanah 

Lemo village in Bulukumba regency on December 26th 2016. The researcher chose 

these places due to these places are famous as places of Pinisi shipbuilder who knew 

well about Pinisi, besides, Tanah Beru and Tanah Lemo are place which have a lot of 

shipbuilding especially Pinisi, so it made the researcher easy to find out shipbuilder 

there.
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Besides, the researcher used purpose sampling to determine the informants. 

There were 5 shipbuilders that was chosen by the researcher as informant, they are 

Panrita Lopi named Daeng Beka (55) who worked as shipbuilder for aroud 40 years, 

1st Pungkaha named Daeng Rate Lanke (47) who worked as shipbuilder for around 

20 years, 2nd Pungkaha named Daeng Raja (43) who worked as shipbuilder for 

around 10 years, 1st Sahi named Daeng Pore Hasanuddin (37) who worked as 

shipbuilder almost 10 years and 2nd Sahi named Ali (22) who worked as shipbuilder 

more than 5 years.

C. Instrument of The Research

The instrument of this research was open ended question. Open ended 

question was used to collect the data. An open – ended question is a type of question 

that researcher pose to research participants that allows them to select how they orient 

to the research topic (Roulston in Given, 2008:582). Open – ended question which 

used by the researcher is free response without any list questions. Moreover, the 

researcher took   documentation to get the valid data.

D. Procedures of Data Collection

In collecting the data, the researcher applied several procedures as follows:

1. The researcher asked some shipbuilders who wanted to be informant for 

researcher’s research.
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2. The researcher classified the shipbuilders based on shipbuilders level, those 

are; Panrita Lopi, Pungkaha, and Sahi.

3. The researcher interviewed informants. Then, the researcher used notebook to 

write down the data findings and open ended question used to interview the 

shipbuilders. In addition, the researcher did the documentation those are 

record the interview by using digital record and take picture while doing 

interview.

E. Technique of Data Analysis

In analyzing the data, the researchers began by displaying the data which were 

found in the field. The researcher  reduced the data, after that the researcher described 

the data findings which was result of reduction, and then categorized the data, further 

the data were analyzed by Saussure model of sign about signifier and signified.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDING AND DISCUSSION

This chapter dealt with finding of the research and discussion of the finding. 

The findings were presented as data description, and the discussion reveals further 

arguments and interpretations of the findings were given. 

A. Findings 

In this part, the researcher presented the results of the research about 

shipbuilders’ interpretation of signs in Pinisi ship that interviewed on December 26th

2017 in Tanah Beru and Tanah Lemo village, Bulukumba regency. Through 

interviewing 5 shipbuilders that have 3 levels; Panrita Lopi is Daeng Beka (55 years 

old), Pungkaha are Daeng Rate Lanke (47 years old) and Daeng Raja (43 years old)

and level Sahi are Daeng Pore Hasanuddin (37) and Ali (22), it was found that there 

were 7 signs in Pinisi ship and the function of Pinisi ship as sign, each of level of 

shipbuilders has similar and different interpretation of the signs. Pinisi sign were 

analyzed by using Saussure’s theory about sign, Saussure defined a sign as being 

composed of a “signifier” and a “signified”, signifier as the form that the sign takes 

and the signified as the concept to which it refers. The interpretations of the signs are 

described as follows:
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The Seven Sails

Picture: 4.1

Extract 1 described by Panrita Lopi “… the seven sails used to symbolize the 

seven opening verse of Al-Qur’an, surah Al-Fatihah.”

Extract 2 described by 1st Pungkaha “… the seven sails are symbolizing Al-

Fatihah.”

Extract 3 described by 2nd Pungkaha “… the seven sails means seven ocean 

or there were people said that it was like surah Al-Fatihah…”

1st and 2nd Sahi did not mention the interpretation of 7 sails.
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The researcher found the shipbuilders’ interpretation about the seven sails as 

Surah Al-Fatihah which represents Holy Qur’an, another interpretation of the seven 

sails is 7 oceans. On the sign ‘the seven sails’, Panrita Lopi, 1st  Pungkaha and 2nd

Pungkaha gave similar interpretation to sign ‘the seven sails’ as 7 verses in the 

opening Surah in Holy Qur’an (Al- fatihah). Besides that, 2nd Pungkaha add another 

interpretation about sign ‘the seven sails’ as 7 oceans. While 1st and 2nd Sahi did not 

mention the interpretation of sign ‘the seven sails’, because of they did not know the 

meaning of sign ‘the seven sails’

The sail of Pinisi ship is consisted of 7 sails. 7 sails are interpreted as Surah 

Al-Fatihah because of surah Al-Fatihah also consists of 7 verses. Further, Surah Al-

Fatihah which is the opening Surah in Holy Qur’an used to represent the Holy 

Qur’an. The Holy Qur’an is believed as a handle or a guideline for Muslims in life, as 

well as the seven sails on Pinisi ship used as main tool to move Pinisi ship which 

sailed on ocean. In addition, Pinisi sails also interpreted as 7 oceans due to both have 

same amount.
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The Two Masts

Picture: 4.2

Extract 4 described by Panrita Lopi “… two masts are symbolizing two 

sentences of syahadat, anyway.”

Extract 5 described by 1st Pungkaha “… the masts are symbolizing two 

sentences of syahadat.”

Extract 6 described by 2nd Pungkaha “… then, the two masts, it means like 

two sentences of syahadat.”

Extract 7 described by 1st Sahi “… those are masts of sails, place for 

fastened the sails.”
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2nd Sahi did not mention the interpretation of two masts.

The researcher found the shipbuilders’ interpretation about 2 masts as two 

sentences of syahadat.  There are 2 masts in Pinisi ship, the mast is a pole made from 

wood or carbon fiber, placed vertically on a boat used to suppert sails. On the sign 

‘the masts’, Panrita Lopi 1st Pungkaha and 2nd  Pungkaha gave similar interpretation 

that sign ‘the masts’ interpreted as 2 sentence of syahadat. 1st Sahi just mentioned 

function of ‘the masts’ as place to fasten the sails. While 2nd Sahi did not mention 

interpretation of sign ‘the masts’, because of they did not the meaning of sign ‘the 

masts’.

The masts are interpreted as two sentences of Syahadat. Syahadat is 

confession that there is no God expect Allah and Muhammad is messenger of Allah. 

So, if people do not belief in this confession then they will not survive in living life to 

afterlife. Similarly, Pinisi ship which has sails (in this case mast) is different with ship 

without masts for sails. The ship which used masts for sails will be faster and safe 

during sailing in ocean, it compared with the ships that used only one mast or not use 

it at all.
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The Keel (Kalabiseang)

Picture: 4.3

Extract 8 described by Panrita Lopi “… kalabiseang is symbolizing human’s 

spine.”

Extract 9 described by 1st Pungkaha “…kalabiseang similar to human’s 

spine.”

2nd Pungkaha did not know the interpretation of kalabiseang such extract 10

“I do not know the meaning of kalabiseang.”

1st and 2nd Sahi did not mention the interpretation of kalabiseang.
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The researcher found the shipbuilders’ interpretation of the keel as human’s 

spine. Kalabiseang or keel is a long, slim plank that juts out from the buttom of the 

hull, provides an underwater balancing force that keeps the ship from tipping over. 

On the sign ‘the keel’, Panrita Lopi and 1st Pungkaha gave similar interpretation that 

sign ‘the keel’ interpreted as human’s spine. While, 1st Sahi, 2nd Sahi, and 2nd

Pungkaha did not mention the interpretation of sign ‘the keel’, because of they did 

not know the meaning of sign ‘the keel’.

The keel interpreted as human’s spine because it similar with the shape of 

human’s spine, it is based on belief of shipbuilder society that ship is similar with 

human.

The Frame (Kelu)
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Picture: 4.4

Extract 11 described by Panrita Lopi “… kelu or frame yaa.. it is symbolizing 

human’s ribs as well.”

Extract 12 described by 1st Pungkaha “… this is frame.”

2nd Pungkaha, 1st and 2nd Sahi, they did not mention the interpretation of kelu.

The researcher found the shipbuilders’ interpretation of the frame as human’s 

ribs. Kelu is ship frame. On the sign ‘the frame’, Panrita Lopi gave interpretation 

that sign ‘the frame’ interpreted as human’s ribs. 1st Pungkaha just mentioned 

another name of ‘kelu’ that is frame. While, 2nd Pungkaha, 1st Sahi and 2nd Sahi did 

not mention the interpretation of sign ‘kelu’ because of they did not mention the 

meaning of sign ‘kelu’.

Kelu interpreted as human’s ribs because it shape is similar with human’s 

ribs. This interpretation also related to the belief of shipbuilder society about ship. 
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The Beams (Lepe)

         

Picture: 4.5

Extract 13 described by Panrita Lopi “… then, there is lepe which 

symbolizing human’s vine.”

2 Pungkaha and 2 Sahi did not mention the interpretation of lepe.

The next item is lepe, the researcher was found the shipbuilders’ interpretation 

of lepe as human’s vein. Lepe interpreted as human’s vein because model of lepe is 

look like human’s vine which crawl on human’s tendon. On the sign ‘lepe’, Panrita 
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Lopi gave interpretation that sign ‘lepe’ interpreted as human’s vine. While 2 

Pungkaha and 2 Sahi did not mention the interpretation of sign ‘lepe’, because of 

they did not know the meaning of sign ‘lepe’The Interpretation also based on the 

beliefe of shipbuilder about ship.

The Ship Shell

Picture: 4.6

Extract 14 described by Panrita Lopi “…wall of Pinisi ship is symbolizing 

human’s skin.”
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Extract 15 described by 1st Pungkaha “… yaah.. and the wall similar to 

human’s skin.”

1st, 2nd Sahi and 2nd Pungkaha did not mention the interpretation of the wall of 

Pinisi ship.

The researcher found the shipbuilders’ interpretation of the ship shell as 

human’s skin. On the sign ‘the ship shell’, Panrita Lopi and 1st Pungkaha gave similar 

interpretation that sign ‘the ship shell’ interpreted as human’s skin. While 2nd

Pungkaha, 1st Sahi, and 2nd Sahi did not mention the interpretation of sign ‘the ship 

shell’ because of they did not know the meaning of sign ‘the ship shell’. The ship 

shell interpreted as human’s skin for the same function as wrapping, and out part of 

ship or human body.
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The Stem (Ulu Sotting)

Picture: 4.7

Extarct 16 described by Panrita Lopi “… the part of Pinisi ship which 

symbolized human’s head is ulu sotting.”

Extract 17 described by 1st Pungkaha “There is basic beam named ulu 

sotting, it is similar to human’s head.”

1st, 2nd Sahi and 2nd Pungkaha did not mention the interpretation of ulu sotting.
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The researcher found the shipbuilders’ interpretation of the stem as human’s 

head. It means that the signifier is the stem and the signified is human’s head. On the 

sign ‘the stem’, Panrita Lopi and 1st Pungkaha gave similar interpretation that sign 

‘the stem’ interpreted as human’s head. While 2nd Pungkaha, 1st Sahi and 2nd Sahi did 

not mention the interpretation of sign ‘the stem’, because they did not know the 

meaning of sign ‘the stem’

Ulu sotting or the stem is the front part of ship’s spine (keel) usually curved 

piece of wood in front of the ship. The stem interpreted as human’s head because it 

position in front as head of ship. The interpretation is similar with the previous 

interpretation above which based on belief of shipbuilder society about the nature of 

Pinisi ship.

B. Discussion 

In this part, the researcher discussed the result of data findings above. The 

discussion intended to know the shipbuilders’ interpretation of signs in Pinisi ship. In 

this discussion, the researcher analyzed the data by using Saussure’s theory about 

signs. Saussure defined a sign as being composed of a “signifier” and a “signified”, 

signifier as the form that the sign takes and the signified as the concept to which it 

refers. In addition, the researcher showed the comparison interpretation of the 

shipbuilders based on the level of shipbuilders. So, the researcher analyzed the data 

findings as follows:
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The first sign is the seven sails; the researcher found the shipbuilders’ 

interpretation about the seven sails as Surah Al-Fatihah which represents Holy 

Qur’an, another interpretation of the seven sails is 7 oceans. It means that the signifier 

is 7 sails and the signified are Surah Al-Fatihah which represents the Holy Qur’an 

and 7 oceans. 7 sails are signifier because of 7 sails gave concept or meaning that7 

sails is Surah Al-fatihah which represents Holy Qur’an and 7 oceans. 7 sails are 

interpreted as Surah Al-fatihah because of surah Al-fatihah also consists of 7 verses. 

Further, surah Al-fatihah which is the opening Surah in Holy Qur’an used to 

represent the Holy Qur’an. The Holy Qur’an is believed as a handle or a guideline for 

Muslims in life, as well as the seven sails on Pinisi ship used as main tool to move 

Pinisi ship which sailed on ocean. In addition, Pinisi sails also interpreted as 7 oceans 

due to both have same amount. 

Second sign are 2 masts. The researcher found the shipbuilders’ interpretation 

about 2 masts as two sentences of syahadat. It means that the signifier are 2 masts 

and the signified are two sentence of syahadat. 2 masts are signifier because of 2 

masts gave concept or meaning that 2 masts is two sentences of syahadat. 2 masts are 

interpreted as two sentences of Syahadat. Syahdat is confession that there is no God 

expect Allah and Muhammad is messenger of Allah. So, if people do not belief in this 

confession then they will not survive in living life to afterlife. Similarly, Pinisi ship 

which has (specifically in this case is the masts) is different whith ship without masts 
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for sails. The ship which used masts for sails will be faster and safe during sailing in 

ocean, it compared with the ships that only used one mast or not used it at all. 

Third sign is the keel or kalabiseang.The researcher found the shipbuilders’ 

interpretation of the keel as human’s spine. It means that the signifier is the keel and

the signified is human’s spine. The keel or kalabiseang is the signifier because of the 

keel gave concept or idea that the keel is human’s spine. The keel are interpreted as 

human’s spine because it similar with the shape of human’s spine.

Fourth sign is the frame or kelu, the researcher found the shipbuilders’ 

interpretation of the frame as human’s ribs. It means that the signifier is the frame and 

the signified is human’s ribs. The frame is signifier because of the frame gave 

concept or idea that the frame is human’s ribs, it is interpreted as human’s ribs 

because it shape similar with human’s ribs. 

The next sign is lepe, the researcher was found the shipbuilders’ interpretation 

of lepe as human’s vein. It means that the signifier is lepe and the signified is 

human’s vein. Lepe is signifier because it gave concept or idea as human’s vein based 

on the shape that similar.

Sixth item is the ship shell. The researcher found the shipbuilders’ 

interpretation of the ship shell as human’s skin. It means that the signifier is the wall 

of Pinisi ship and the signified is human’s skin. The ship shell is signifier because it 

gave concept or idea as human’s skin which have function as cover. 
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Seventh sign is the Stem or ulu sotting, the researcher found the shipbuilders’ 

interpretation of the stem as human’s head. It means that the signifier is the stem and 

the signified is human’s head. The stem is signifier because it is also gave concept as 

human’s head because it position in front as head of ship. 

Having analyzed the data about shipbuilders’ interpretation of signs in Pinisi 

ship, the researcher found there are 7 sign in Pinisi, those are; the seven sails, the 

masts, the keel or Kalabiseang, the frame or kelu, lepe, the ship shell, and the stem or 

ulu sotting. The interpretation of signs by shipbuilders has similar and different 

depended of shipbuilder level which consist of three level; Panrita Lopi, Pungkaha, 

and Sahi. Initially, the shipbuilders that researcher chose were 5 shipbuilders.  

Panrita Lopi is Daeng Beka, 1st Pungkaha is Daeng Rate Lanke, 2nd Pungkaha is 

Daeng Raja, 1st Sahi is Daeng Pore Hasanuddin, and 2nd Sahi is Ali.

The researcher also compared this research among the previous findings. 

Specifically, the first previous finding is Stira (2012) which similar with this research, 

both talked about signified and signifier. The differences of both are; stira’s research 

was used Barthes’ theory which devote to myth while this research used Saussure’s 

theory which focused on signifier and signified. Stira was researched one of cultural 

product that is Tongkonan house, such as this research also researched cultural 

product that is Pinisi ship. Stira found nineteen symbols in Tongkonan house while in 

this research only found seven sign in Pinisi ship. The second previous finding is 

Nur’s research. Nur (2012) used Peirce’s theory that distinguishes signs into three 
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aspects so he found 28 visual signs including 13 symbols, 10 icon, and 5 indexes. 

While in this research, the researcher found 7 signs, but the researcher used 

Saussure’s theory so those signs were not classified anymore such as Nur’s findings. 

Besides that, Nur used connotative term to denominate the meaning of signs while the 

researcher in this research used signified term based on Saussure’s theory.

Meanwhile, Kusuma (2011) found 2 symbolic meaning in the advertisement; 

connotative and denotative meaning. It is different with this research that used 

signifier and signified term to identify the signs.

The researcher concluded that Pinisi ship is not like another traditional ship. 

Shipbuilder’s society in Bulukumba believes that Pinisi ship is like human. The role 

of Pinisi ship and human are same, they are created to do cruise missions; people are 

born for the mission ‘cruise’ across the life ocean, while the Pinisi ship created to do 

voyage mission across the ocean. Pinisi ship is one of cultural product which has 

good values due to Pinisi shipbuilding along with Islam unsures that involves the 

philosophy of life. Such as Daeng Beka (55) says that previously, Pinisi ship was 

used as a media to preach Islam in Bima society by one of Islam figures in Tanah 

Lemo named Opu Daeng Sallattang. Pinisi ship from Bulukumba is famous not only 

in Indonesia but also in foreign so the values of Pinisi ship should have been

preserving.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

Based on the findings of data analysis in the chapter before, the researcher put 

forward some conclusion as follows:

The shipbuilders' interpretation of signs in Pinisi ship is influenced by the 

level of shipbuilder which consists of Panrita Lopi, Pungkaha and Sahi, each level of 

shipbuilder has similar and different interpretation of signs in Pinisi.  In the findings 

section showed that Panrita lopi know more about Pinisi sign than Pungkaha and 

Sahi.  It is caused by the differences in employment, education and experiences which 

affect their knowledge about Pinisi sign.

Furthermore, there were seven signs in Pinisi ship based on the interpretation 

of shipbuilder as follows:

1. The seven sails of Pinisi ship as the signifier of Surah Al-Fatihah which 

represents the Holy Qur’an and 7 oceans.

2. The masts of Pinisi signified the two sentences of syahadat “There is no God 

expect Allah SWT and Muhammad SAW is messenger of Allah SWT”.

3. The keel or kalabiseang signified the human’s spine

4. The frame or kelu signified the human’s rib
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5. Lepe signified vines in human body.

6. The ship shell signified the human’s skin

7. The stem or ulu sotting signified the human’s head.

Based on the findings about signs of Pinisi above, can be concluded that, 

essentially Pinisi ship is similar to human, Pinisi ship without two masts and seven 

sails will not be able to sail through the sea.  Such as with human, human could not 

survive in life if they do not believe that Allah is the only God and Muhammad is 

prophet of Allah and Holy Qur'an as a guide in life.

B. Suggestion 

Based on the conclusion above, then the researcher delivered some suggestion 

as follows:

1. This research is not only discussed about language or sign but also culture. So 

the researcher suggested to reader in order to exploit the information from this 

research for perpetuate values which contained in cultural product.

2. The researcher also realized that this research just take small part from aspect 

of linguistic, especially about sign. So the researcher suggested to the next 

researcher who interested in analyzing about language neither verbal language 

nor nonverbal language to use linguistic anthropology approach.
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Appendix I: Interview Guide

The researcher gets much informantion about Pinisi from the informants. It is 
located in Tanah Beru and Tanah Lemo Bulukumba regency South Sulawesi, all 
interview are showed below:

Name : Daeng Beka Age : 55 years old

Shipbuilder Level : Panrita Lopi Duration : 00:05:57

Interviewed on : December 26th 2017 Place :Tanah Lemo

Researcher: Seperti yang diketahui saat ini, bahwa kapal Pinisi itu mengandung 
banyak symbol atau tanda, bisa anda jelaskan bagian – bagian kapal 
Pinisi yang menandakan sesuatu yang lain?

[As presently known, that the Pinisi ship contains many symbols and 
signs, can you please mention and explain part of Pinisi ship which 
signify something else?]

Informant: Hampir semuanya. hampir semua bagian kapal mengandung symbol 
atau menandakan sesuatu.

[Almost all of them contain symbols or sign something.]

Researcher: Iye..

[Yes]

Informant: Nah, yang pertama adalah ketujuh layarnya. Layarnya yang tujuh itu 
dulunya menyimbolkan tujuh ayat pembuka al-qur’an, surah Al-
fatihah. Ada juga yang mengaikatkannya dengan tujuh samudera.. 
tujuh benua.. tujuh lapis langit.. saya rasa hubunganya karena 
kebetulan saja jumlahnya tujuh. Tapi menurut saya, Tujuh layar 
tersebut memang menyimbolkan tujuh ayat surah al-fatihah.

[Well, the first is the seven sails of Pinisi. The sails used to symbolize 
the seven the opening of Qur'an verse, surah Al-Fatihah. Then there 
which is associating with the seven screens, such as seven oceans, 
seven continents, and seven heavens. I think they were connected it 
because by accident in number seven. But in my opinion, the seven 
screens are symbolizing the seven verses of surah al-Fatihah.]
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Researcher: Iye Pak

[Yes Sir]

Informant: Kemudian tiang layarnya, tiang layar Pinisi itu ada dua. Sebenarnya 
kapal Pinisi dapat bergerak hanya dengan satu tiang layar. dan satunya 
lagi hanya sebagai hiasan, tapi.. eeh.. dua tiang layarnya itu 
menyimbolkan dua kalimat syahadat, toh.

[Then the mast, there are two mast of Pinisi. Actually Pinisi ship could 
move by one mast, and the other one only as a decoration, but, eeh.. 
The two masts are symbolizing two sentences of syahadat, anyway.]

Researcher: Heheh.. iye Pak.

[Heheh.. yes Sir.]

Informant: Lalu, ada namanya kalabiseang, yang artinya dalam bahasa Indonesia 
adalah lunas. Kalabiseang menyimbolkan tulang belakang manusia, 
tau kan tulang belakang. 

[Then, there is Kalabiseang, which means in Indonesian is Lunas. 
Kalabiseang is symbolizing the human spine, you know spine, don’t 
you?]

Researcher: Iye pak.

[Yes sir]

Informant: Selanjutnya apalagi yah ? emm.. kelu atau rangka kapal yaa.. 
menyimbolkan rangka manusia juga, terus ada namanya lepe yang 
menyimbolkan urat manusia, dan dinding kapal, menyimbolkan kulit 
manusia.

[Furthermore, what else? emm.. kelu or framework yaa .. it is 
symbolizing the human’s ribs as well, then there is lepe which 
symbolizing human’s tendon and wall of Pinisi ship is symbolizing 
human skin.]

Researcher: Masih adalagi  Pak ?

[Anything else, Sir?]

Informant: Yah… jadi intinya itu kapal Pinisi sama dengan manusia yang 
mempunyai rangka, kulit, dan kepala. Bagian kapal yang 
menyimbolkan kepala namanya Ulu sotting yaitu balok dasar di 
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bagian depan. Jadi kesimpulannya seperti itu, Kapal sama dengan
manusia, lautan ibaratnya kehidupan, jadi tanpa dua tiang layar kapal 
dulunya tidak bisa berlayar, sama dengan manusia, jika tidak 
berpegang pada dua kalimat syahadat tidak akan bisa selamat dunia 
akhirat. 

[Well ... so the point is Pinisi ship same with humans which have 
skeleton, skin, and head. The part of Pinisi ship that symbolized the 
head is Ulu Sotting, Ulu Sotting is basic blocks on the front. So the 
conclusion like that, Pinisi ship same as the human, the sea is like life, 
so without two masts, Pinisi ship could not sailed , similar to humans, 
if they did not hold on to two sentences of confession, they could not 
safe in afterlife.]

Researcher: Wow.. symbol yang sungguh luar biasa pak.  Jadi tujuannya kapal 
pinisi dibuat dengan tanda yang menyimbolkan manusia itu untuk apa 
pak ?

[Wow.. extraordinary symbol Sir,  So what is the purpose of Pinisi is 
symbolizing human?]

Informant: Nah, dahulu itu, ada tokoh agama yang namanya Opu Daeng 
Salattang. Beliau sering berdakwah ke Bima, dan kapal Pinisi dibuat 
untuk media berdakwanya ke Bima. agar orang – orang di sana 
gampang menerima dakwaannya. Dia mengumpamakan Kapal Pinisi 
dengan manusia yang tidak bisa mengarungi kehidupan tanpa layar 
dan tanpa tiang layarnya. artinya tanpa pedoman al-qur’an dan dua 
kalimat syahadat.

[Well, once upon time, there is a religious figure named Opu Daeng 
Salattang. He gone to Bima to preach oftentimes, and Pinisi ship was 
made for media of religious proselytizing in order to make people 
accepted his doctrine easily. He likens Pinisi ship as human that 
cannot live a life without the screens and the masts, it means without 
Al-Qur’an as guidelines and two sentences of syahadat.]
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Name : Daeng Rate Lanke Age : 47 years old

Shipbuilder Level : Pungkaha Duration : 00:05:18

Interviewed on : December 26th 2017 Place : Tanah Lemo

Researcher: Assalamualaikum, permisi Pak, maaf, saya mengganggu sejenak.

[Assalamualaikum, Excuse me sir, I'm sorry, I'm interrupting you for a 
moment.]

Informant: Ah, kenapa ? 

[Ah, why?]

Researcher: Saya pak, yang kemarin datang minta izin untuk meneliti di sini.

[It’s me Sir, who comes tomorrow to ask permission to examine here.]

Informant: Oh iya, sudah tiga kali mako ke sini toh?

[Oh ya, It's the third time you come here, right?]

Researcher: Hehehe Iye. Saya tau mi nama ta Pak, jadi langsungmi saja nah Pak.

[Hehehe.. yes, I already know your name Sir, so let's to the point.]

Informant: Apanya lagi kah?

[What else?]

Researcher: Heem.. Sudah berapa lama ki bekerja sebagai pembuat kapal pak?

   [Heem.. How long have you been working as shipbuilder Sir?]

Informant:  kurang  lebihmi mungkin 20 tahun.”

  [Maybe about 20 years]

Researcher: Oh, jadi Begini Pak, kapal Pinisi kan terkenal mi kalau kapal Pinisi 
mengandung banyak symbol.

[Oh, well, Pinisi ship is already famous that it contains many 
symbols.]

Informant: Iyya, sudah terkenal sejak tahun delapan puluan itu.
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[It has been known since the early eighties.]

Researcher: Iye, terus pak, itu kapal Pinisi dikenal mengandung banyak symbol. 
Maksudku,  bagian-bagian kapal Pinisi, ada semua maknanya, bisaki 
jelaskan apa-apa saja itu pak?

[Yes, so Pinisi ship known as ship that contains many symbols. I 
mean, the part of Pinisi ship contains meaning, can you please explain 
about it?]

Imformant: Oh, yang pertama itu layarnya yang tujuh. Tidak adapi kapal yang jadi 
di sini, berlayar semuami Pinisi yang jadi, itu layarnya di pasang di 
laut pi. Tapi sering jako liat Pinisi toh, banyak ji gambarnya, 
miniaturnya banyak ji di jual, adaji juga di kota di bundaran.

[Oh, the first is the seven sails. There is no more Pinisi ship which is 
finished here, it have sailed, the sails will pairs when ship at sea 
already. But, do you often see Pinisi ship, right? There are lots of 
pictures and a miniature of it, you can also see it on the roundabout of 
the city.]

Researcher: Iye pak sering ji, kira terkenal mi Pak, hehehe. Jadi  apa maknanya itu 
tujuh layarnya pak?

[Yes Sir, its already famous Sir. heheh.. so what is the meaning of the 
seven sails Sir ?]

Informant: Harusko dulu tau’ i kapal pinisi itu di buat bukan cuma untuk angkut 
manusia seperti sekarang. Dulu, kapal Pinisi dipakai untuk… apa itu 
namanya,  ceramah.

[The first thing that you have to know is Pinisi ship not only for 
transporting humans as know. In the past, Pinisi ship used to.. what is 
that.. talk.]

Researcher: Berdakwah Pak.

[Preach sir.]

Informant: Ah, itu. jadi itu Pinisi dibuat untuk dakwahkan agama islam. Jadi itu 
layarnya yang tujuh di samakanmi dengan surah Al-fatihah. surah Al-
fatihah tujuh ayat toh?

[Ah.. that’s one. So the Pinisi ship was made to teach about Islam. So 
the seven sails is symbolizing Al- fatihah, there are seven serves in Al-
Fatihah right?]
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Reseacher: Oh iye, pak.

[Oh, yes Sir.]

Informant: Ahhh.. apanya lagi ?

[Ahh… what else?]

Reseacher: Tiang layarnya pak.

[The masts Sir.]

Informant: Kalau tiang layarnya, itu di samakan dengan dua kalimat syahadat.

[The masts are symbolizing two sentences of syahadat]

Researcher: Oh, iye pak. 

[Oh.. yes Sir]

Informant: kemudian, itu yang di bawah, lunasnya atau bahasa di sini kalabiseang 
namanya. lunas itu sama dengan tulang belakang manusia.

[Then, at the bottom is lunas or kalabiseang. Kalabiseang similar to 
human’s spine.]

Researcher: Eemm.. iye pak. kalau itu jari-jarinya ?

[Yes sir, what about jari-jarinya ?]

Informant: Yang mana ? yang balok – balok ini ? bukan jari – jari namanya ini, 
Kelu. rangka itu.

[Which one? These beams? This is not jari-jari, this is kelu. This is 
frame.]

Researcher: Oh.. astaga, Kelu namanya.

[Oh, so this is Kelu.]

Informant: Yaa..  kalau dindingnya sama dengan kulit manusia. 

[Yaa.. and the wall similar to human’s skin]

Researcher: Iye,  terus yang mana lagi pak?

[Then, which one again?]
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Informant: ada lagi balok  dasar di bagian depan namanya ulu sotting, itu 
disamakan dengan kepala manusia. 

[There are basic beam in front named Ulu Sotting, similar to human’s 
head.]

Researcher: Masih ada Pak?

[Anyting else Sir?]

Informant: Emm.. itu tadi, jadi kapal Pinisi itu sebenarnya sama ji dengan 
manusia, ada kepalanya… rangkanya.. kulitnya.. ada juga rohnya. Jadi 
yaah, kapal Pinisi itu bukan kapal sembarangan.

[Emm.. it was, so Pinisi ship similar to human, there are head, frame, 
skin, and also the soul. So yaah, Pinisi ship is not regular ship]

Researcher: Jadi Pak, untuk siapa sebenarnya tanda ini ? maksudku kenapa mesti 
kayak manusia ? Apa tujuannya ?

[So Sir, whom those sign for? I mean, why should human? What was 
the aim of it?] 

Informant: Tujuannya kapal Pinisi dahulu bukan Cuma untuk nelayan, tapi dipake 
untuk dakwahkan islam. 

[In the past, the aim of Pinisi ship not only for fisherman. But it used 
to preach about islam.]

Researcher: Iye Pak. Jadi Pak, sekarang fungsinya itu kapal Pinisi sebagai sebagai 
media berdakwah atau menyampaikan pesan sudah tidak dipakai lagi ?

[Yes Sir, so know, the function of Pinisi as media to preach Islam or to 
convey some message is not used anymore?]

Informant: Ya, sebenarnya masih bisa dipake, tapi sekarang, sudah tidak banyak 
orang yang tau.

[Ya, actually it still used, but know, there were not many people who 
know about it.]

Researcher: Oh, iye Pak.

[Oh, yes Sir]

Informant: Makanya mahasiswa memang harus meneliti tentang Pinisi, di catat itu 
supaya ditau.
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[So, student should research about Pinisi, take a note in order to you 
know about it.]

Researcher: Iye Pak, makasih banyak Pak, informasinya.

[Yes Sir, thank very much for the information.]
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Name : Daeng Raja Age : 43 years old

Shipbuilder Level : Pungkaha Duration : 00:04:29

Interviewed On : December 26th 2016 Place : Tanah Beru

Researcher: Assalamuailaikum Pak, bisa mengganggu sebentar ?

[Assalamuailaikum Sir, may I disturbing you for a moment?]

Informant: Walaikumsalam.. kenapa ?

[Waalaikum salam, why?]

Researcher: Mauku ji bertanya-tanya sebentar Pak.

[I just want to ask questions for a while Sir.]

Informant: Sibukka, itu sana Padde kau Tanya-tanya.

[I am busy,  that is Padde over there, ask him.]

Researcher: Sudah ja minta izin sama Padde Pak.

[I have asked for permission with Padde Sir.]

Informant: Mau tanya apa kah?

[What do you want to ask?]

Researcher: Tentang Pinisi.

[About Pinisi]

Informant: Oh, kalau itu, tanya langsung saja sama Padde.

[Oh, well, just asked Padde]

Researcher: Padde yang suruhka ke sini Pak.

[Padde told me to come here]

Informant: Oh, hahaha.. apa kah ?

[Oh.. hahaha.. what is wrong?]

Researcher: Tapi sebelumnya Pak, mauka bertanya nama ta’ Pak.
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[But first, I want to know your name.]

Informant: Namaku ? Raja atau Daeng Raja.

[My Name? Raja or Daeng Raja.]

Researcher: Oh, Daeng Raja, tapi saya panggil Pak saja, boleh? Heeem.. Sudah 
berapa lamaki kerja sebagai pekerja kapal ?

[Oh, Daeng Raja, May I just called you Sir ? Hemm.. how long have 
you working as shipbuilder ?]

Informant: Iyaaa, Sekitar 10 tahun kayaknya.

[Yaa.. about 10 years, I though]

Researcher: Wow !Jadi begini Pak, kan kapal Pinisi terkenal mengandung banyak 
symbol atau tanda, jadi yang mau saya tanyakan tentang itu, tentang 
bagian yang mana saja yang termasuk symbol dan apa maknanya?

[Wow! Well, Pinisi is famous with contains many symbol or sign, so I 
want to ask about it, about which part of Pinisi ship which is belonging 
to symbol and what is the meaning of it?]

Informant: Oh, begitu.

[Oh, I see]

Researcher: Iye Pak.

[Yes Sir]

Informant: Ciri- cirinya Kapal Pinisi itu layarnya yang tujuh dan dua tiangnya. Itu 
layar maknanya seperti tujuh samudra atau ada juga orang yang bilang 
seperti surah Al- fatihah, kemudian itu tiangnya yang dua, maknanya 
seperti dua kalimat syahadat.

[The characteristic of Pinisi are the seven sails and two masts. The 
seven sails means seven ocean or there were people said that it is like 
surah Al-fatihah, then the two masts, it means like two sentences of 
syahadat.]

Researcher: Ooh.. Iye, yang mana lagi Pak ?

[Ooh.. yes, which again?]

Informant: Betulan, itu saja ?
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[That’s all, really?]

Researcher: Ya, apanya pi ?

[Ya, what else ?]

Informant: Bagaimana dengan Kelu, apa maknanya itu Pak ?

[What about Kelu, what is the meaning of it?]

Researcher: Emm.. tidak ada ji kayaknya

[Emm.. there is no meaning of it, maybe.]

Informant: Lalu, bagian mana lagi Pak?

[Which part again Sir ?]

Reseracher: Lagi ? eee.. apa di ? ee..

[Again ? eee.. what is that ? eee..]

Informant: Lunas, apa maknanya itu Pak ?

[Lunas, what is the meaning of it, Sir?]

Researcher: Oh, lunas, saya tidak tau apa artinya  lunas.

[Oh, lunas., I don’t know the meaning of lunas.]

Informant: Kemudian yang kita tau bagian mana lagi Pak ?

[Then, which one more do you know Sir?]

Researcher: Itu ji barangkali.

[Maybe that’s all]

Informant: Heheh.. tidak adami Pak ?

[Hehehe.. No more Sir?]

Researcher: Iya, itu. Apanya lagi yang mau nutanyakan kah?

[Yes, that’s It. what else would you like to know?]

Informant: Jadi Pak, untuk siapa sebenarnya tanda ini ? maksudku kenapa mesti 
kayak manusia ? Apa tujuannya ?
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[So Sir, whom those sign for? I mean, why should human? What was 
the aim of it?]

Researcher: Ya, karena memang seperti itu, karena kapal memang seperti manusia, 
ada rohnya.

[Yes, because it's like that, because ship is like a human, there is soul 
in ship.]

Informant: Oh, seperti itu ya Pak. Kalau begitu terima kasih banyak Pak, maaf 
karena sudah mennggangu.

[Oh, like that, so thank you very much Sir, sorry for disturbing you.]

Researcher: Iya, sama- sama.

[Yes, you are welcome]
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Name : Daeng Pore Hasanuddin Age : 37

Shipbuilder Level : Sahi Duration : 00:02:56

Interviewed on : December 26th 2016 Place : Tanah Lemo

Researcher: Hehe, maaf Pak, sebentar ji, mauku ji bertanya – tanya tentang Pinisi 
sambil kerjaki juga,   sudahma minta izin sama Daeng Beka. 

[Heheh, sorry Sir, just a moment, I want to ask you while you 
working, I have ask permission with Daeng Beka.]

Informant: Oh.. mahasiswa ?

[Oh.. Student?]

Researcher: Iye Pak. Sebelumnya saya mau bertanya, siapa nama ta?

[Yes Sir. Firstly I want to ask, what is your name?]

Informant: Hasanuddin, Pore Hasanuddin nama panjangku.

[Hasanuddin, Pore Hasanuddin is my full name]

Researcher: Wah ! hem.. Berapa lama maki bekerja sebagai pekerja kapal ?

[Wah ! hem.. how long have you been working as shipbuilder ?]

Informant: Yaaa.. hampir 10 tahun.

[Yaa.. almost 10 years]

Researcher: Oh.. jadi begini, kan kapal Pinisi terkenal mengandung banyak 
symbol, jadi yang mau saya tanyakan tentang itu, tentang bagian yang 
mana saja yang termasuk symbol dan apa maknanya?

[Oh well.. Pinisi ship is famous that contains many symbol, so I want 
to ask you about it, about which part of Pinisi ship that included 
symbol and what is the meaning of it?]

Informant: Aduh, saya  tidak tau juga kalau yang begituan, saya cuma tukang di 
sini.

[Aduuh.. I also don’t know something like that, I am just laborer here.]
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Researcher: Kalau begitu pak, saya kasih contoh, seperti yang di katakan Daeng 
Beka, salah satu bagian kapal Pinisi yang menyimbolkan sesuatu itu 
Tiang layarnya, tiang layarnya itu menyimbolkan atau menandakan 
dua kalimat syahadat.

[So, I give you one example such Daeng Beka said, one of parts of 
Pinisi ship which is symbolizing something is the two masts, the two 
masts is symbolizing two sentences of syahadat.]

Informant: Ya, kayak  begitu.

[Ya, I think like that]

Researcher: Iye Pak, seperti itu. terus kalau layarnya yang tujuh itu Pak, apa 
maknanya ?

[Yes Sir, like that. Then, what is the meaning of the seven sails?]

Informant: Hahaha.. saya tidak tau juga, eee… untuk bantu bergerak kapal.

[Hahahah.. I also don’t know. eee.. To help move the ship]

Researcher: Itu fungsinya Pak. Kalau katanya Daeng Beka, Tujuh layarnya Pinisi 
itu menyimbolkan tujuh ayat surah Al-fatihah, menyimbolkan atau 
diibaratkan Pak.

[That is the function Sir, such Daeng Beka said that the seven sails of 
Pinisi is symbolizing seven verses of Al-Fatihah, symbolizing or 
similar Sir]

Informant: Iya.. iya.. 

[Ya… ya…]

Researcher: Kalau begitu, lanjut lagi di,  Kalabiseang maknanya apa Pak ? 

[So, let’s continue again, what is the meaning of Kalabiseang Sir?]

Informant: Heheh.. tidak kutau’i

[Heheheh… I don’t know]

Researcher: Kalau Lepe Pak ?

[What about lepe, Sir ?]

Informant ……
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Researcher: Pak, kalau lepenya maknanya apa Pak ?

[Sir, what about the meaning of lepe, Sir?]

Informant: Tidak tauka juga, tanya sama Daeng Beka atau Padde saja.

[I also don’t know, just ask Daeng Beka of Padde]

Researcher: Heheh.. Iye Pak, makasih banyak. Eh, tapi masih mauka bertanya Pak.

[Hehehe.. yes Sir, thank you very much. Eh, but I still want to ask Sir.]

Informant: Bilangka, tidak kutaui.

[I said I don’t know]

Researcher: Satu pi Pak, hehe.. Pak, mungkin pernahki dengar tentang kapal Pinisi 
di ibaratkan seperti manusia, kira-kira bagaiman menurutta’, apa 
tujuannya ini kapal disamakan dengan manusia ?

[One more Sir, hehe.. Sir, maybe you have heard about Pinisi is 
similar to human, by the way what do you think, what is the purpose 
of it?]

Informant: Iya, karena kapal – kapal  punya nyawa juga sama dengan manusia.

[Yaa, because ships also have soul like human]

Researcher: Begitu yah Pak, kalau begitu terima kasih banyak Pak atas waktunya.

[Oh, like that, so thank you very much for your time Sir.]
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Name : Ali Age : 22 years old

Shipbuilder Level : Sahi Duration : 00:02:23

Interviewed on : December 26th 2016 Place : Tanah Lemo

Researcher: Assalamualikum !maaf menggangu sebentarPak.

[Assalamualaikum ! Sorry for disturbing you Sir.]

Informant: Iya, Waalaikumsalam.

[Yes, Waalaikumsalam]

Researcher: Bisaji Pak, bertanya- tanya ?tidak apa-apaji sambil kerja maki saja.

[May I ask you a question Sir? It’s ok, you can continue your work.]

Informant: Mauko tanya apa ?

[What do you want to ask ?]

Researcher: Siapanama ta Pak ?

[What is your name Sir ?]

Informant: Namaku ? Ali saja.

[My name ? Just Ali]

Researcher: Sudah berapa lama maki bekerja sebagai pekerja kapal ?

[How long have you been working as shipbuilder?]

Informant: Harianja’ di sini.

[I just part time worker here]

Researcher: Oh harian, tapi berapa lama maki bekerja sebagai tukang kapal?

[Oh part time, but how long have you been working as shipbuilder?]

Informant: Sudah bertahun- tahun, lebihmi 5 tahun.

[Already couple years, more than 5 years]
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Researcher: Emm.. Pak Ali, begini Pak, kan kapal Pinisi terkenal mengandung 
banyak symbol, jadi yang mau saya tanyakan tentang itu, tentang 
bagian yang mana saja yang termasuk symbol dan apa maknanya?

[Emm.. Mr. Ali, well, Pinisi ship is famous that contains many 
symbol, so I want to ask you about it, about which part of Pinisi ship 
that included symbol and what is the meaning of it?]

Informant: Oh, symbol ?

[Oh, symbol ?]

Researcher: Iye, Pak. atau bagian kapal Pinisi yang ada maknanya, yang mana itu 
Pak?

[Yes Sir, or the part of Pinisi ship that have meaning, which one Sir?]

Informant: Ahh..kurang tau ka’ juga dek, tanya sama Piang,dia manajer di sini, 
mahasiswa juga itu.

[Ahh.. I am not really know about it sis, just ask Piang, he is a 
manager in here, and also student.]

Researcher: Sudah tadi Pak, sekarang yang mau saya tau tentang Pinisi menurut 
pendapatnya Pak Ali.

[I did Sir, now I want to know Mr. Ali’s opinion about Pinisi.]

Informant: Wah, saya tidak tau itu dek.

[Wah.. I don’t know it sis.]

Researcher: Heheh..oke saya kasih petunjuk Pak,layar kapal Pinisi. Layar kapal 
Pinisi yang tujuh itu apa maknanya itu Pak ?

[Heheh.. ok I give you a clue Sir, the sail of Pinisi. What is the 
meaning of the seven sails of Pinisi ship Sir?]

Informant: Maknanya ?

[The meaning?]

Researcher: Iye

[Yes]

Informant: Maknanya itu, ya untuk menggerakkan kapal.
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[The meaning is, ya to move the ship]

Researcher: Kalau tiangnya yang dua itu Pak ?

[What about the two masts Sir ?]

Informant: Itu tiang layar, tempat mengikat layar.

[That is masts of sails, place for fastened the sails]

Reseracher: Iye, Apa maknanya itu Pak ?

[Yes, what is that mean Sir?]

Informant: Maknanya ?apa maknanya ?

[The Meaning ? what is the meaning ?]

Researcher: Iye Pak, maknanya, atau ibaratnya sepertiapa? kayak yang nabilang 
Kak Piang, tiang layar yang dua itu ibaratnya seperti dua kalimat 
syahadat. Kalau yang kita tau, yang bagaimana Pak, maknanya itu 
tiang yang dua ?

[Yes Sir, the meaning, or simile, like what? such Piang said that the 
two masts is symbolizing two sentences of syahadat. What about your 
opinion about the two masts, Sir ?]

Informant: Ya, seperti itu saja.

[Yah, just like that]

Researcher: Oh, iye paeng pak. Kalau lunasnya Pak ?apa maknanya ?

[Oh, ok. Then lunas Sir ?what is the meaning of it ?]

Informant: Apa ?Lunas ?Kalabiseang ?

[What? Lunas ?Kalabiseang ?]

Researcher: Iye Pak, maksudku Kalabiseang, apa maknanya itu Pak ?

[Yes Sir, I mean Kalabiseang, what is the meaning of it, Sir?]

Informant: Nda tauka.

[I don’t know]
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Researcher: Kalau dindingnya Pak ? apa yang diibaratkan dengan dinding kapal 
Pinisi ?  emm.. apa maknanya ?

[Then the wall, Sir? what is the similar of the wall of Pinisi  ship 
?emm.. what is the meaning of it?]

Informant: Ya dinding kapal, nda jadi itu kapal kalau tidak ada dindingnya.

[Yes, the ship wall, it not will be a ship if it have no wall.]

Researcher: Heheh..kalau kelu Pak ? apa maknanya kelu? 

[Heheh.. then Kelu Sir ? what is the meaning of kelu ?]

Informant: Kelu itu rangkanya perahu toh ? yaa.. untuk membentuk itu kapal.

[Kelu is frame of ship right? yaa.. to compose that ship.]

Researcher: Fungsinya itu Pak. yang saya tanyakan maknanya, artinya Pak.

[That is the function Sir, I ask you about the meaning Sir.]

Informant: Saya nda tau dek, tanya saja sama Piang.

[I don’t know sis, just ask Piang.]

Researcher: Heh, kalau begitu terima kasih banyak Pak, atas kesediaan waktunya. 
Maaf sudah menggangu.

[Heheh.. then, thank you very much Sir for your time, sorry for 
disturbing you. ]

Informant: Iya, tanya saja Piang dek

[Yes, just ask Piang sis.]
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Appendix II: Documentation
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